
MATH 80200: Model Theory II
T & Th, 2pm - 3:30pm

4.5 cr.
Prof. Ph. Rothmaler

Background. Central to (first-order) model theory are the concepts of first-order formula
and of type. The latter can be thought of as an infinite conjunction of first-order formulas
describing “types” of elements. Their theory was developed in the 50’s and 60’s and let
to what Bruno Poizat calls “elementary” model theory, “which is (according to Poizat)
to logic today what simple arithmetic is to mathematics.” It is the theory of elementary
extensions of structures and, more generally, elementary maps between them. It uses
quantifier elimination and elementary chains and devices like atomic and elementary dia-
grams, all of which are more or less immediate applications of the compactness theorem
for first-order logic. (One could call these the “basics” of the elementary theory.) The
elementary theory gets more intricate with types entering the picture: it turns out one
can (easily) realize them (and less easily and not always) omit them, which leads, respec-
tively, to saturated and atomic models of theories. Elementary model theory culminates
in Vaught’s theory of prime models.

The course. I will give an introduction to the next level of model theory in which stabil-
ity—to be defined in the course— enters. Historically this starts with Michael Morley’s
seminal 1965 paper, which sets the scene for the chief creator, Saharon Shelah. The cen-
ter of his theory is a concept of independence that is based on a sophisticated extension
theory for types, called forking (sic!). (Non-) Forking is the fundamental technical device
in many applications of model theory to classical mathematics. It is so general that it
equally applies to so different areas as algebraic and differential geometry, to free groups
and linear algebra (not only over fields (vector spaces) and the integers (abelian groups)
but even over any ring (modules over arbitrary associative rings)), and many others.

Prerequisites. One should be acquainted with the basics of “elementary” model theory as
described above, see e.g. [R, Parts II and III]. It would be helpful to have been exposed
to the rest of “elementary” model theory as well, see e.g. [R, Part IV]. If necessary, I may
spend the first week giving some sort of a crash course of that.
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